Abstract: In practical applications of control in industry many problems appear due to the presence of variable delays and sensor malfunctions causing loss of data availability during a certain amount of time. Thus, the joint handling of the reasoning procedure (in our case using fuzzy rulebases), the missing measurements (scarce data) and the use of irregular sampling patterns is needed to replicate human operators. This paper tries to address some of the issues regarding integration of nonconventional sampling capabilities into fuzzy logic controllers.
INTRODUCTION
Quality improvement in industrial processes implies, to a great extent, efficient control strategies. The intelligent control approach proposes different paradigms to achieve efficient control of complex processes. In particular, fuzzy control has been a successful technique in the application field: practitioners accept with interest fuzzy logic applications, mainly due to the parallelism with their reasoning schemes and their explanation capabilities. From a theoretical viewpoint, fuzzy systems act as universal function approximators (UFA) when used in implementing nonlinear controllers (Wang, 1997) . Neural networks and neurofuzzy systems (White and Sofge, 1992; Brown and Harris, 1994) are also widely used UFA structures.
In many industrial applications the control signal is updated at a fixed rate T , but the output is measured with a different timing pattern and, sometimes, by various sensors, each one having a maybe different sampling rate and reliability. In some practical cases the output is not available at every sampling time due to computer overload, communication errors, shared sensors or event-driven sensors. Different authors have dealt with the modelling of such systems in the linear case when the measurement pattern is periodic (Albertos, 1990; Araki, 1993) . This allows, for example, to tackle the problem of the design of a dual-rate control system . Alternatively, in (Albertos et al., 1999) explicit estimation of the missing outputs allows for application of standard control techniques.
There are multiple design methodologies for fuzzy controllers which are developed in laboratory conditions assuming full measurement availability (White and Sofge, 1992; Wang, 1997; Brown and Harris, 1994; Albertos, 1996) : state feedback, feedback linearisation, adaptive fuzzy control, fuzzy sliding-mode control, mimicking a human operator. However, in industrial applications there is a need to extend fuzzy control systems to being able to cope with scarce data patterns, while waiting for human input, to deliver an action under sensor faults, etc. as well as a reasonable rejection of the multiple noise sources that actually corrupt many sensor readings.
In this work, a pre-existing state-feedback fuzzy controller will be translated into a form suitable for nonuniform sampling and measurement noise in the state measurements. Obviously, the presence of process and measurement noise as well as the nonconventional sampling set-ups force the controller to be dynamic, as incomplete state information is available at each instant. An alternative to the approach followed in this paper would be an observer-based approach, if a plant model is available, with extended Kalman filtering for nonlinear systems, even under these non-uniform sampling situations; the linear case is described in (Albertos et al., 1999) .
The structure of the paper is as follows: some basic definitions will be made in next section. Section 3 will describe the time-extended fuzzy controller framework. Section 4 will deal with the issue of generation of the time-extended controllers from conventional ones. An example section and some conclusions will end this work.
BASIC DEFINITIONS
This section will introduce the necessary definitions on the data patterns and conventional fuzzy controllers to set up the framework for their modification in later sections.
Scarce Data Patterns
If a system input and output is sampled at a regular rate with period T , a conventional sampling pattern is obtained. Consider now that only some of the output measurements are available due to sporadic sensor or communication faults, outliers, dual-rate sampling (one measurement available every N input periods), random output availability, etc. In this paper, a missing data sampling pattern is defined as the data obtained from the set of all inputs at sampling instants {u0, u1, u2 ,...} and a subset of the full output set {y0, y1, ...}. The missing data pattern can be regular (such as dual rate) or irregular (randomly missing samples).
In the following, it will be assumed that the full system state is measured, maybe corrupted with white measurement noise, and that some of those state measurements can be missing. Note that there exists a particular representation of the system state formed with suitably chosen past input-output data that can be used for control purposes.
Fuzzy Controllers
Fuzzy systems, fuzzy controllers, fuzzy inference and neuro-fuzzy frameworks for UFA are widely reported in the literature. Fuzzy controllers can be conceived in a variety of forms (White and Sofge, 1992; Wang, 1997; Brown and Harris, 1994; Albertos, 1996) . Assuming, initially, that the system state is measurable, a fuzzy feedback controller has an expression u u´x rµ where x is the state and r is a target setpoint. A (less powerful) error-based controller has as inputs the differences between the state and the setpoint, for example, a second-order controller implementing u u´e ėµ. Many practical fuzzy controllers are defined in that way, i.e., via rules on the error and the change of error (Wang, 1997; Pedrycz, 1993) .
Structure of Fuzzy Controllers. Although there are lots of possibilities described in the literature (Wang, 1997) , one of the most common setups for fuzzy controllers is the following set of rules:
where fuzzy sets A j ( j 1 n e ) conform a partition on the multi-dimensional state space. Consequents C jk are ordinary numbers called centroids that may be also thought of as prototype values for a linguistic label (big, medium, etc.) . The output is obtained, for example, via the expression:
The proposed setup produces a continuous function, and attains the prototype values at the points where only one rule fires at total strength (antecedent prototypes). An advantageous property of (1) is the linearity in the centroid parameters so least squares identification algorithms and well-established techniques for direct and indirect adaptive control apply to them. Linearity in parameters also applies to some other controller configurations.
TIME-EXTENDED FUZZY CONTROLLERS
The time-extended fuzzy controllers (TEFC) will be defined as those with the following set of rules:
i.e., denoting with N F a user-defined forward horizon:
i.e., whose rules establish not only the current action but the expected actions in near future. In practice, an important ability of those controllers is that they can operate in open-loop if rules do not fire: at instant k a control action can be approximately inferred if at least one of the past measurements is available (up to a delay of N F samples). The reasons for not firing rules stem from two sources:
¯sensor malfunctions (missing data) incompleteness of the rule base, if human operators did not establish all possible situations.
Even in regular sampling situations, measurement noise filtering can be carried out by time-averaging several samples, as outlined in section 5.2.
Although human knowledge could design these extended controllers, some automatic extension methods will be discussed in the next sections. Human designers could directly encode, for example, rules saying that "if the temperature is too high, refrigeration must be full power at least during ten minutes". With a sampling period of 2 minutes, it would be stated as, for example:
More general rules could include temporal confidence levels:
Thus, the time-extended confidence levels allow some rules to have a more significant influence in future time than others. To avoid unnecessary hassle with lots of parameters, the simplest choice is a sequence decreasing with time, that multiplies the original non time-extended rule confidences α j , such as:
Time-extended Fuzzy Inference
The output of a controller encoded with the above rule template is given by the following expression:
where µ A j represents the membership functions for antecedent A j . By means of a suitable setting of the confidence levels, inference can be carried out with rulebases containing rules with different values of N F . In this case, the summation in the last expression would amount to the biggest forward horizon and rules with shorter horizon would have a trailing set of confidence levels equal to zero.
The extended approach reduces to the conventional sampling one by setting β j 1 0 0 .
A queue of past rule firing strengths µ A j´x k l µ must be kept in order to carry the time-extended inference.
The size of the queue is, obviously, N rules ¢ N F . That queue would be equivalent to just keeping a history of the past N F state measurements, but this second implementation would need to re-evaluate the membership functions, so the first approach might be significantly quicker from a computational point of view.
If a confidence level γ k , ranging from 0 (missing) to 1 (optimal, noise-free), is available for each of the samples, (3) is changed to the more general TEFC inference expression:
The time-extended confidence coefficients act similarly to a kind of FIR convolution kernel.
To summarise, the most general form of TEFC inference includes three confidence coefficients:
Sample confidences γ k Rule confidences α j Delayed rule confidences β l
OBTAINING EXTENDED CONTROLLERS
Time-extended controllers for subsequent usage can be obtained via:
Direct time-related operator knowledge encodinḡ Simulation over a plant model (exploration) of a preexisting non extended controller Learning the control sequences in on-line operation of a non extended controller (maybe even a human operator)
Let us analyse in more detail each one of the possibilities.
Direct encoding. As previously outlined, in some cases, the human operator might directly give the extended controller when asserting sentences such as "in this situation, I would increase power by 10 KW during about 5 minutes and then gradually reduce to 3.5 KW". The idea of open-loop calculation of a finite set of future control actions is also at the core of model based predictive control (Camacho and Bourdons, 1995) . The point here is that it opens up the possibility of encoding operator knowledge of a series of situations (events) and time sequences of actions to be triggered by them. If more than one event is active, their actions are averaged. In this way incomplete rulebases, i.e., those whose antecedents do not span all over the universe of discourse, can be made "complete" by the use of past information, and furthermore, the incompleteness may be purposely designed.
Simulation. If a model of the plant is available, simulating the achieved closed loop with a preexisting controller will provide the needed sequence of control actions. A new simulation for each rule is recommended, starting from the point in the state space with maximum membership (prototype point).
On-line learning. The extended controllers can be obtained from an already existing conventional-sampling controller or human operator, by recording the control action and state time histories. Note that, to apply the previous "simulation" approach to the real plant, exploration of a reasonable number of initial states will usually be very time consuming or impractical. Notwithstanding, as equation (3) is linear in the parameters C jl if the time-weight sequence is fixed, standard techniques such as least squares can be applied to experimental data.
In fact, if recursive least squares (RLS) algorithms (Ljung, 1999) are used, the parameter covariance matrix gives an approximate idea of the reliability of the TEFC parameter estimates. Thus, in online operation, learning can be continuously working and even timedependent confidence levels could be adjusted based on that covariance information.
Note that if the system is subject to setpoint changes then extrapolation of the past control actions is no longer applicable as they were meant to reach a different setpoint: the γ k of the preceding samples must be made zero. That applies to both the operation and the learning phases.
Note also that even though the time extension of a conventional controller has a "learning" phase requiring experimentation (either real or simulated), it is modelfree during normal operation. This is not the case using other alternative observer-based approaches, such asx
where a model of the state equation x k·1 f´x k u k µ and output equation y k h´x k µ are needed. Note also that, to ensure stability, a time-varying observer gain L could be needed in a generic nonconventional sampling setup (see below).
APPLICATIONS OF TEFC
This section briefly outlines two possibilities of application of TEFC: nonconventional sampling and measurement noise filtering. Apart from those, the possibility of using fuzzy controllers with incomplete rulebases to trigger certain control sequences when a particular situation is detected has been outlined in the previous section.
Missing Data
Missing data can arise in the case of sporadic sensor malfunctions or communication errors. Time extended inference in missing data situations can be carried out with direct application of (4). The simplest situation would only distinguish between present samples (γ k 1) and missing ones (γ k 0), but intermediate situations could arise if, for example, a missing sample from a particular sensor is replaced by a measurement from another less accurate device.
The window length should be determined so that the likelihood of having N f consecutive missing samples is practically zero. A choice of β 0 β l for l 0 in (2) has the effect of approximately considering only the current sample if it is available or a weighted average of past ones if the current one is missing.
Note:
In this setup, when one of the variables in a rule antecedent is missing, it invalidates all the rule. Extracting partial conclusions in this case would need quite different techniques, and it is under research at this moment. One possible solution to address these situations would be to design, if possible, a rulebase structured in such a way that it is the addition of rulebase components whose antecedents are subsets of the total set of measurements.
An alternative approach in missing-data situations is an observer design. Apart from the need of a model, which can be impractical in some cases, the use of a constant-gain observer could lead to unstability in scarce-data situations, so either small or time-varying gains need to be used such as those from Kalman filtering (Albertos et al., 1999) over the model instantaneous linearisation, i.e., extended Kalman filter. A particular case of the observer approach is the extrapolation: linear extrapolation is approximately equivalent to the assumption of an integrator as a plant model, for instance.
Noise Filtering
Formulas (3) and (4) are non-recurrent solutions in between of filtering the measurements and estimating the state by using a more complex model-based (recurrent) observer with time varying Kalman filtering (which in the linear stochastic case would be the optimal state estimation). Low-pass filtering of measurements can be used if sampling rate is high enough so the additional filter dynamics is much quicker than that of the process, but that might not be possible in all applications. The role played by the set of confidence parameters λ jl in the fuzzy context is similar to that of a finite impulse response (FIR) filter, as it appears like a convolution kernel.
The sequence λ jl can range from 1 0 0 , stating a conventional setup free of measurement noise to a time-weight sequence such as 1 1 1 implying a kind of averaging of the control actions needed for each measurement, for very noisy environments. The intermediate setup would use an expression similar to (2), depending on the sensors' signal to noise ratio.
The issue of the length of the time-history window (value of N F ) is in this case related with the sampling period and the amount of measuring noise: the bigger the noise, the greater the advisable length should be. On the other hand, big values of process noise (disturbance) imply fast outdating of past measurements so shorter sampling periods and/or time-history window values would be sought. As intuitively expected, and shown in the examples below, to increase measurement noise rejection time-extension will degrade performance with respect to process noise.
EXAMPLES
Example 1. In this example, a simple application of the technique to a first-order linear system will illustrate the possible benefits of the approach.
If a system y k·1 1 3y k · u k is controlled with a state feedback law u k Ay k , for a sampling pattern {YNYN } and a "hold until next sample" strategy, the closed loop equation is
Ay k·1 A´1 3 Aµy k is applied when no sample is available, then the closed loop is y k·2 1 3y k·1 A´1 3 Aµy k 1 3 Aµ 2 y k i.e., the same to the nominal one
Note that in a general case the first strategy could yield an unstable closed loop, for instance if a controller with A 1 2 (placing the pole in 0.1) were used in the above mentioned sampling pattern, whereas the second produces a closed-loop dynamics similar to that designed, although the additional order changes the disturbance and measurement error sensitivities (see below).
Example 2. Given the plant y k·1 0 92y k · u k · v k where v k is a process noise, a controller u k 0 33´y k · w k µ is implemented, being w k a measurement noise.
If the controller is extended to N f 2 with β l 1 (plain averaging), the resulting closed loop is given by
Compared to the non-extended controller, the output variance with respect to process noise v k increases 25%, and with respect to measurement noise w k decreases 32%, so for high measurement noise situations the time-extension is advantageous.
A similar situation would arise in higher order systems.
Example 3. As a last example, an initial fuzzy-PD regulator for a mechanical system, having the rules depicted in table 1, with triangular membership function partitions, will be time-extended for missing-data operation. For simplicity, the plant will be a simple second-order system
dx dt A state-space representation using position and speed will be used.
The system is sampled with a period of 0.1 seconds. The objective of the regulator is to compensate a perturbation that, once discretised, enters the plant as:
where v k is a unit variance random noise and B v ´ 3 2µ T . It is assumed that the initial fuzzy regulator has a satisfactory performance level, and a certain robustification against frequent sensor faults is desired, so that the performance over the trivial solution (zero order-hold until next sample is available) is improved. Of course, the disturbance rejection performance of the full-sampling pattern will not be attained, as intuitively expected.
The simple original regulator was hand-tuned (tuning the error and error derivative gains) so that output variance in closed loop was approximately minimised. It produced a setup equivalent to the linear regulator u k 7 7x 1 39x 2 inside the universe of discourse.
RLS techniques were applied to learn the timeextended fuzzy controller parameters from an inputoutput sequence obtained with the regulator in a nonmissing data environment. Then, to show the advantages of the time-extended approach, three tests are carried out:
A fully sampled casē A {YNNYNNYNN} pattern (one on three samples available) with a "hold until next sample available" strategȳ The same sampling pattern with the learned time-extended fuzzy controller A random sampling pattern in which 16% of the samples were randomly missing (one in six).
To compare the results, in all cases the same perturbation sequence was used (resetting the seed of the random number generator). The weighting of past control actions was set to 0.1 in the time-extended inference formulas.
The disturbance effect was such that in open loop (no control action), the output variance (sum of the When applying the controller in a fully-sampled setup, the output variance of the conventional fuzzy controller was 52.2, and that of the TEFC was 56.1. This shows that the mixture of previous control actions slightly degrades the "optimal" performance with respect to process noise but, in any case, both figures achieve a 75% variance reduction and the TEFC would improve the behaviour regading measurement noise, as in example 2. For lower regulator gains the effect of time extension is less noticeable.
In a random sample case (the probability of sensor malfunction in a particular sample equal to 0.16, i.e., 16% of the samples were missing), both TEFC and the "hold until next sample" yielded results around 60 units.
If one in three samples were missing, with the "hold until next sample hit" strategy the closed loop was unstable, but the time-extended fuzzy controller achieved a variance of 122.8 units (so control is still effective, i.e., reducing variance with respect to the open-loop situation).
So, these simple experiments show that TEFC fuzzy controllers have beneficial features in the case where the likelihood of several missing samples (up to N F ) is significant. For sporadic faults, simpler strategies perform in an equally acceptable way. However, these results can be different for other plants or regulator strategies.
In Figure 1 the system output with the three regulators (fully sampled, YNN hold unstable, YNN TEFC) is shown. Plots have been moved away from their zeromean behaviour for clarity.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper the problem of nonconventional sampling in fuzzy control has been addressed for statefeedback rulebases. A time-extended fuzzy inference algorithm has been presented so that open loop control actions can be applied when state measurements are temporarily missing. It needs simulation or learning to extend a conventional controller, but it is modelfree in operation and learning can be carried out in the real plant. Of course, a well-designed observerbased approach could be made more powerful than the one here presented, but this one presents simplicity and direct integration into the fuzzy framework, and allows for time-extension of control laws obtained from direct operator mimicking, or simple regulators without knowing the details of a possibly complex plant model. The approach has been shown by experiment to be specially suitable if the likelihood of several consecutive missing samples is significant as an alternative to naive control action holding.
